The information provided in this report is for information-only purposes. It is in no way to be viewed as being financial
advice. For financial advice, you will need to seek a qualified professional.

What Is Ecommerce
Automation?

When we typically think of automation, we usually think of machines
and artificial intelligence and complicated softwares running on
powerful machines.

But Ecommerce Automation is usually not quite as magical as it
sounds. It's usually all the mundane tasks such as finding hot selling
products, listings them, writing the product descriptions, handling
customer service, order processing, etc being handled by
"assistants".

Usually an investor hires a company to "automate" (run) the business
for them. So the investor can enjoy a hands off, passive investment.

Too Hot, Too Cold
or Juuuuust Right?

Ecommerce has been an ever-growing phenomenon. With nonstop
growth exploding throughout the sector there have been many
opportunities to invest wisely and generate a large profitable
investment.

The difficulty is getting in early and judging the growth opportunities.
Sometimes people believe sectors are saturated before they've even
truly begun!

This is one of the most common mistakes with individuals trying to
time markets. Looking for the "goldilock" spot but missing out by
judging it as "too early" or "too late" then unable to pull the trigger
as it sails by.

OPPORTUNITIES

What is the breakdown between
ecommerce and brick-and-mortar sales?
US consumers will spend $933.30 billion on ecommerce in 2021,
up 17.9% YoY, and equaling 15.3% of total retail sales. Brick-andmortar retail spending will grow 6.3% in 2021, to $5.149 trillion,
the strongest growth rate seen since 2011.

Will the accelerated shift to online purchases
continue past the pandemic?
Ecommerce sales will continue to grow at a healthy clip, reaching 23.6%
of total retail sales by 2025 versus 11.0% in 2019. We expect behaviors
like click-and-collect usage will continue to grow, reaching $140.96
billion in sales by 2024. Retailers will continue to connect with consumers
across the shopping journey: Social commerce sales will be up 35.8% to
$36.62 billion this year, and about one in four digital buyers will use a buy
now, pay later (BNPL) service.

INDUSTRY
DOMINATION

It isn't a shock to most to learn that Amazon is dominating the E-commerce
space so far. The gap is rather large between Amazon and other ecommerce
platforms. But does that means it's the best investment?

Well, it depends on multiple different factors that need to align to your
investing strategy. Are you trying to invest in stocks and hope for a slow and
steady return? Do you prefer making much larger returns by actually investing
in an Amazon store and using their growth and domination to help generate
large monthly returns?

It's not as simple as just flipping a coin. It truly requires thinking about your
investing strategy and goals. Each individual is different and different people
have different preferences.

Payment Processors

People often overlook a crucial part of E-Commerce. The payment
processors. After all, what good is a store that cannot accept payment?

Most people don't go through the arduous process of setting up their own
payment processors. A custom payment processor means more than just
ensuring you're aligned with AML & KYC regulations. It's a financially taxing
expense as it requires full time developers, fraud teams, corporations with
banks, mastercard, visa, international databases of known criminal networks
and more.

It's easy to see why people prefer to take the route of using ready made
payment processors such as Stripe, Paypal etc.

These companies can produce an opportunity for great stock picks.

Making A Decision

You need to write down your financial goals and investment strategy.

Depending on what type of investor you are depends on which strategy you
should be taking. Are you looking for something you are ready to sink your
teeth into and spend years learning and developing into the E-Commerce
space? Are you looking at hiring a done for you E-Commerce service? Are
you looking at trading stock of E-Commerce companies or even payment
processing companies?

The answer should align with your personal preference for risk tolerance,
liquidity and financial goals.

